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length: 90 minutes
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The documentary was shot on HDV 720p at 25 fps with a JVC telecamera and edited with Final Cut. Subsequently, the film was
converted to D5 1080 at 25 fps, after which the Italian subtitles, the graphics, start and end credits were added on video. The final
version of the documentary was then converted to HD CAM 1080 at 25 fps.
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. synopsis

Shot in a region that is torn apart by an unending war, Madri reveals the story’s conflicts and private
dramas through conversations with mothers who live with the terror of not ever seeing their children
come home again.
The grief for the loss of a child – whether they were a victim or an executioner – is the most
heartbreaking of all, unfair and incomprehensible. The suffering from losing a family member is
universal; it knows no racial or religious differences.
Acknowledging this grief is the first step on the path toward understanding.
The stories told by Israeli and Palestinian mothers who are living this nightmare, give us an idea of
their terrible reality.
This feature-length documentary combines their testimonials, everyday moments, archive footage and
home videos – all shot in Israel and Palestine.
Even though in these conversations, the mothers clearly have different ideas and social backgrounds,
they all share the same wish: that innocent people will no longer have to pay for something that is not
their fault.
This is not a political and ideological discourse, but a message that affects us all personally.
Madri includes interviews with the mothers of Malki (a 15-year old victim of a suicide bomber in the
Sbarro pizzeria in Jerusalem in 2002) and the mother of Izz, the 21-year old from Jenin who was
responsible for this attack.
They tell us stories of anger and grief in a region where the notion of forgiveness does not exist at the
moment.
Some of the mothers belonging to the “Parents Circle” – an organization that brings together parents
of Palestinian and Israeli victims – make us understand how they are trying to create a better future
for the next generation.
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. director’s statement

Grief is universal; it speaks the same language all over the world.
I have met mothers of two peoples who are divided by a physical and mental wall, but united by a
shared grief.
I went into homes that were once filled with life and laughter. These days, they resound with the
heartbreaking emptiness of rooms preserved with an unnatural tidiness and of backpacks that no one
will wear to school any longer.
I tried to make room for words. I didn’t want to do interviews; I wanted the mothers to tell the camera
about their emotions and their despair without forcing them to adhere to an oversimplified storyboard.
The film’s intention was to listen to them. Shooting digitally allows you to turn on the camera and to
keep rolling to the point where they almost forget about it. It allows people to get to know each other
and if you are honest with them, people will return the favor.
Any kind of planning or traditional production methods will not work in this context. I shot the film
accompanied only by my coordinator. The practical difficulties of moving around in the occupied
territories forced us to work with three different crews in an area the size of Lazio province, while
dealing with exhausting checkpoint inspections. My Palestinian cameraman even got arrested. Initially
I wanted to turn these difficulties into a revealing part of the film. But in the editing room, I decided to
stay focused on those stories that still today – months later – retain the same tragic intensity as the
first time I heard them.
A lot of archive footage has only been broadcast by local TV stations. Through this film, they are
shown beyond Palestine’s borders for the first time.
Barbara Cupisti
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BARBARA CUPISTI .

biography

After a stint with the New York-based Louis Falco Dance Company, Barbara Cupisti made the transition to
acting at the Silvio D’Amico National Academy for Dramatic Arts under the tutelage of Aldo Trionfo. She began
her stage career by working with playwright/director Giuseppe Patroni Griffi.
Barbara’s film debut was La Chiave by Tinto Brass, after which she becomes a well-known leading actress in
numerous Italian noir films by directors such as Dario Argento, Michele Soavi, Lucio Fulci and Lamberto Bava.
Subsequently she divided her time between Italy, France and the US to work with various filmmakers, including
Norman Jewison, Paul Planchon, Antonio Pedro Vasconcelos, John Lofve, Gabriele Salvatores, Angelo
Orlando, Carlo Verdone and Franco Bernini. In 2002, she appeared in Total Kheops with Marie Trintignant and
Richard Bohringer.
Her own directing debut was the 16mm short film Fotoromanza (1988), produced in France.
Coming from a family of artists – her father was a painter – Barbara specializes in making documentary
portraits of remarkable personalities in the arts, theater, music and the cultural world. Recent releases include
the Il signor G segment of the “Progetto Goldoni” DVD series, starring Ferruccio Soleri and produced for Rai
Cinema.
In addition, Barbara creates TV programs about historical, sociological, cultural and travel-related subjects.
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PROGETTO GOLDONI
directed and wrote IL SIGNOR G, starring Ferruccio Soleri, one segment of the PROGETTO GOLDONI DVD
series. directed the DVD extras of the entire series and the 'making of' of various segments.
ATTRAZIONI SEGRETE (A Love Chain), FOX LIFE
responsible for artistic direction, direction and postproduction of the first Italian reality show for FOX WORLD
CHI E’ DI SCENA?, RAISAT SHOW
weekly TV-program about theater, 20 episodes (30 min.)
ACHAB, RAISAT ALBUM, LA BIBLIOTECA IDEALE
weekly TV-program, 14 episodes
ACHAB, LA BIBLIOTECA IDEALE, RAISAT PREMIUM, CINEMAWORLD, EXTRA
52 daily teasers (3 min.)
directed ODEON 2, RAI 2, 12 episodes (52 min.)
ATELIER SUL MARE, RAISAT ART, 8 documentaries (15 min.)
RITRATTI, RAISAT SHOW, CHI E’ DI SCENA
20 interviews with theater personalities.
LE STANZE DELLA VIRTU’, documentary about art (28 min.)
LA PASSIONE SECONDO MARIA, documentary about art (28 min.)
FOTOROMANZA, 16 mm short film (28 min.)
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